Patient Satisfaction and Value in Anesthesia Care

How do anesthesiologists create value in health care? Although the providers of anesthesia care themselves may see the answers to this question as plainly evident, recent initiatives to reform the delivery of health care in the United States have made engaging in this and similar questions an increasingly important endeavor for those who provide, consume, and pay for medical services. Because value in this context is determined by the outcomes of health care relative to its costs, defining those outcomes that will constitute the numerator of anesthesiology’s value equation carries major potential policy implications, offering a basis for the systematic assessment and improvement of value in anesthesia care. In this issue of Anesthesiology, Mui et al.2 offer timely insights into the measurement of patient-reported outcomes that carry particular relevance to current efforts to assess the value of anesthesia services.

Increasing awareness that the value of health care services is most appropriately determined from the perspective of the individual patient3 has made patient-reported outcomes, including assessments of the experience of health care, a key basis of comparison for services delivered by physicians, health plans, and hospital systems. Although anesthesiologists have worked for at least 40 yr to develop objective measures of patient satisfaction with anesthesia care, the lack of uniformly accepted methods for the assessment of patient experience in the perioperative setting leaves important gaps in knowledge as to how anesthesia care may be improved. Mui et al.2 help to fill in some of these gaps through their report on a new measure of patient satisfaction.

Mui et al.2 derived and validated a 30-item questionnaire to assess patient satisfaction with anesthesia care after elective inpatient and outpatient surgical procedures at one large hospital in Taiwan, People’s Republic of China. This work builds on important previous efforts at measurement of patient satisfaction, using exploratory factor analysis to identify internally correlated groupings of items (factors) and to yield a final 30-item questionnaire. Although exploratory factor analysis and related techniques have been previously used to develop measures of satisfaction with anesthesia,7–9 the scale of Mui et al. goes a step further by using an additional advanced psychometric technique, confirmatory factor analysis, to validate the questionnaire into two separate samples of patients after general and regional anesthesia.

The report of Mui et al.2 makes several contributions to the measurement of patient satisfaction with anesthesia care. The researchers present a scale that is specifically focused on the anesthesia care experience, distinguishing it from several previous efforts8,9 that examine perioperative care more broadly. They describe a rigorous process of pilot questionnaire development, incorporating detailed qualitative data from patient interviews, and refine this questionnaire using established exploratory factor analysis techniques. Their use of confirmatory factor analysis goes beyond past efforts at scale validation in this context, offering evidence of their instrument’s validity in subsets of patients receiving differing types of anesthesia. Last, they present convincing arguments that their overall approach to the measurement of patient satisfaction makes sense in the context of other measures of patient experiences with care.

Despite its strengths, their work also has important limitations. On the most basic level, it offers no insight into the validity of this scale outside of Taiwan, an issue of particular relevance given the inclusion in the pilot questionnaire of items related directly to cultural and health care experiences that may be specific to Taiwan.10 Similarly, we cannot know to what extent the translated version of the scale of Mui et al.,2 as presented herein, preserves the psychometric properties of the original instrument. The seven factors that the researchers identify account for 57% of total item variation; although this value is within the range of previous efforts to quantify satisfaction with anesthesia care,7–9 it nevertheless leaves room for improvement in future work.11 The researchers do not examine satisfaction among patients undergoing monitored anesthesia care or those receiving regional and general techniques in combination. Although their 30-item instrument required 5–6 min on average to complete, more succinct instruments may be required if such assessments are to be effectively implemented in practice.

Despite these shortcomings, the work of Mui et al.2 should be seen as an important step forward in efforts to assess the experiences of individual patients after anesthesia care. The researchers take a new approach to methodological
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and conceptual challenges in measuring an outcome of growing importance to health care policy. Thus, this work offers insights as to how clinicians and researchers in the United States and other nations may critically evaluate new measures of patient satisfaction with anesthesia and surgery, such as those recently introduced by the US Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality in collaboration with the American College of Surgeons and the Surgical Quality Alliance.* Ultimately, as efforts to improve the delivery of health care call for more objective data regarding the outcomes of care to which anesthesiologists may contribute, such measures hold the potential to offer insights into the myriad ways in which anesthesiologists create value in health care and the yet unidentified areas in which still further value may be added.
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